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Introduction

Despite the early predictions for electronic transaction systems (EDI), the invoice is still the primary vehicle for
payments. Of late there has been a considerable rise in the exchange of PDF invoices. Despite their universal
file format, they represent a document of standard content but very diverse layout. As a result, although many
organizations have adopted electronic workflow of invoice images – scanned from paper or input as PDF - many
are missing the true benefits of capturing the information on the document itself using OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) and linking it direct to the finance or ERP transactional system. Improved capture software, ICR
(Intelligent Character Recognition) can now easily adapt to multiple invoice layouts, and automatically match and
validate data down to line-items level wherever it resides on the form. As we will see, the return on investment
from this kind of technology can generally be measured in months, not years.
Of course, the invoice itself will not be the only document involved in the processing of payment. Delivery
dockets, reject notes, inspection reports, remittance advices and original purchase orders will all be involved. If
the transaction is a non-production purchase, non-goods order, high-value contract, or service agreement, an
even greater bundle of contract-related documents may need to be referenced – contracts, correspondence,
tender documents, inspection reports, corrective actions, and so on – in fact a full case file of documents. Ready
access to this case file by those involved in the payment and approval process will be critical to productivity,
and may become even more critical if disputes escalate to a higher level. All of these documents need to be
captured, stored and linked to the transaction, then managed for access and collaboration, and finally archived at
the end of the process
In this report, we will review how invoice automation is performing in accounts payable (AP), what issues and
shortcomings have been experienced, and what financial returns and additional benefits have been achieved
by existing users. We will look at the part that wider content management can play to broaden the single-point
AP process, and, in particular, how this model brings benefits to the accounts receivable (AR) process. Content
management can then be extended to other processes within the business. This report is a follow up to a
previous report and survey conducted in January 20121.

Key Findings
n Overall, 50% of organizations surveyed have yet to adopt any automated AP systems. One third of

organizations receiving more than 25,000 invoices per month are still using paper-based processes.

n 50% of Accounts Payable system users report a payback period of 9 months or less. A significant 22% report
a payback in as little as 6 months. 80% consider they have achieved a payback of 18 months or less.

n The average reduction reported in invoice processing costs is 29.2%. 29% of our responding organizations
reported savings of 50% or more from adopting AP solutions.

n Nearly half of implementations were completed in 6 months or less. 81% within 1 year – a single budgeting
cycle.

n On top of these major savings, the biggest benefits reported are faster turnaround time on payment and better
monitoring and transparency of invoice status. Better records keeping is the third biggest benefit reported.
Staff savings is number four.

Automating AP/AR Financial Processes – user feedback on the real ROI

Payment systems are the lifeblood of any organization. Without them, suppliers don’t get paid and perhaps even
more importantly, money is not collected from customers. Yet surprisingly, they are usually considered to be part
of the infrastructure of the business – an unavoidable overhead. The emphasis is generally to reduce costs, but
as we will see, the efficiency, accuracy and timeliness of these payment processes can have a dramatic effect on
key relationships with suppliers and customers. Poor or overloaded processes can end up leaving money on the
table from missed discounts or disputed transactions, and slow collection can put huge pressure on cash-flows.

n 55% of those with AP systems are not attempting to capture any data through OCR. This includes 12% who
only scan for archive purposes.

n Those streaming invoices through AP capture systems are achieving a 40% “hands-free” throughput on
average. A quarter of users are achieving 65% or better straight-through processing.

n The median cost per invoice to process is $8. Costs reported range from less than $1 to more than $50, with
an average of $12.9. A quarter of our respondents are processing 10,000 or more invoices per month. At this
level a 29% saving at $10 per invoice is around $300,000 per year.
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n The average estimate of the additional cost factor to process non-purchase order (PO) or non-production

orders is 2.2x. On average, across our respondents, 25% of invoices are non-PO, non-production or nongoods. The ROI is likely to be even higher on these types of invoice.
factor in the cost of processing these non-PO orders. Two-thirds of respondents admit that the original
purchase requisitions, supplier correspondence, supporting documentation and contracts are not easy to
find.

n The main reason given for non-adoption of AP automation is lack of management initiative. Insufficient

volume of invoices and insufficient ROI were given as the next reasons, although 37% of non-users would
consider using a SaaS or cloud service to reduce capital investment.

n For Accounts Receivable (AR), 20% estimate that they are losing 3% or more of invoiceable income due to
short-payments, late payments, out-of-time discount claims, tax disputes, contract disputes, unrecoverable
debts, etc. The average figure for DSO (Days Sales Outstanding) or debtor days is 34.5 days. 24% have
DSO of 40+ days.

n Finding original purchase orders, customer correspondence, contracts and supporting documentation

(proof of delivery, return authorization, vendor corrective action, etc.) is also given as a difficulty for AR
staff. Again, 66% are struggling to find supporting documentation, whether they have a system or not.

n Only 50% of organizations are using an Accounts Receivable collection system. AR systems are sourced
from a broad spread of suppliers: finance system suppliers, CRM suppliers, ECM (Enterprise Content
Management) suppliers, dedicated AP/AR suppliers and in-house developments.

n Better records and reduced time spent on collection are ranked as the two biggest benefits of using an AR
system. Then come “sharper cash-flow prediction” and “Reduced DSO / debtor days”.

n 41% of AR system users report a payback time of 9 months or less. This rises to 82% in 18 months or
less.

Drivers and Adoption

Accounts Payable (AP) remains a popular application for scanning, capture and workflow. Paper invoices,
much like other forms, can be described as semi-structured documents, though they are almost exclusively
computer-generated in the first instance. Many are now sent electronically as PDF files, but even when
printed to paper, they are reliable candidates for scanning and capture. The key fields are likely to be the
same (even if layouts vary), with the majority of useful data that needs to be captured being numeric.
Advancements in recognition technology have improved the ability to handle different invoice layouts “on-thefly”, significantly reducing any templating and tuning. Using data from the finance or order-processing system
to directly verify recognition of order numbers and part numbers has also improved accuracy, decreasing error
rates and dependence on human interaction.
The process for invoice payment also lends itself well to automation and business process management
(BPM). If the invoice and purchase order are matched exactly, and delivery quantities have been confirmed –
“three-way matching” as it is termed – the payment process is straightforward. Based on set business rules,
when all three elements are matched, payment is issued without human intervention. If approval is required, a
sign-off loop can be set up and the three-way matching becomes the trigger to initiate the workflow. Triggers
can also be set for conditional approval at more senior levels if the sum involved exceeds a certain amount.
Accounts Receivable (AR) systems are more diverse than Accounts Payable, and the payment collection
process may be associated with a range of different systems – finance, ERP, CRM, ECM, or in-house
developed. AR processes are more likely to have exceptions and disputes, so they tend to be more
document-centric as regards initial contract documentation and subsequent exchanges, albeit that they are
not immediately triggered by the arrival of a document in the same way as invoice payables are. Automating
an AR process may begin with a signed delivery receipt captured centrally or remotely, triggering the process
to chase payment from the customer. In some cases, as in logistics, this could mean a substantial difference
in time to bill from weeks to days, resulting in the improvement of cash flow.

Automating AP/AR Financial Processes – user feedback on the real ROI

n Finding and accessing the relevant purchase contract and delivery documentation is cited as a major

The key drivers in both cases are reduction of core costs, decreasing the process cycle time, improved
visibility of the process itself, and better cash management.
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Figure 1: What are the two biggest drivers related to AP and AR processing
in your organization? (N=200)
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Figure 2: Have you centralized and automated your invoice management activities? (N=199)
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We can see from Figure 2 that 50% of respondents to our survey have some level of invoice capture in their
organizations and a further 7% have plans to$30
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Volumes and Processing Costs
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Historically, automated
capture systems for Accounts Payable needed high volumes of daily invoices to be
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financially viable. However, this is an over-simplification, particularly as invoice costs can vary considerably.
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Current capture, BPM and ECM systems are much more flexible, allowing the technology investment to be
capture operaon
spread over more processes than simply AP. We can see in Figure 3 that the estimated cost of processing
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average at $12.9. Interestingly, we found that the cost-per-invoice bears little correlation to
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probably reflecting the fact that bigger organizations tend to have higher overheads, but are
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also more likely to be using centralized processing, dispersed labor, and AP automation.

Figure 3: What would you estimate is your average cost in USD to process each invoice?
(N=117, excl. 80 Don’t Know)
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Looking at volumes, 25% of the respondents in our survey indicate they are processing 10,000+ inbound
invoices per month, or 500+ per day, and 39% are handling between 1,000 and 5,000 per month or 50 to 250
per day.
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Figure 4: Approximately how many supplier invoices does your Accounts Payable unit process
per month? (N=152, excl. 44 Don’t Know)
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Figure 5: How much extra would you say it generally costs you to process these “irregular”
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Figure 6: What are the two biggest issues you have with “irregular” invoices? (N=191)
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Accessibility of Supporting Documents
The third issue cited in Figure 6 prompted us to ask an additional question on document accessibility. This
was addressed to all respondents, not just those with an AP system. Overall, nearly 65% feel that the relevant
documents are not easily found or linked to the AP system or workflow. This by itself will result in lengthy times
and increased costs to process payables. It is not uncommon in organizations that have been scanning invoices
for archive without automation for many years.

Figure 7: How accessible would you say the original purchase requisitions, supplier
correspondence, supporting documentation and contracts are for your AP staff? (N=195)
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A characteristic of non-PO or non-goods orders is that they frequently have sign-off loops for approval. In a
paper-based process, the invoice and associated paperwork may traverse multiple in-boxes and out-boxes, with
increasing risk of being lost or delayed while the approver is travelling or on vacation. In our survey, the median
number of approvers in the loop was 2.3, but a nearly a quarter of organizations have 4 or more approvers in the
loop, considerably extending the review and approval time. This is reflected as the number two issue shown in
Figure 6.

Some electronic, some paper - not easily found
or linked
All available electronically, but not easily linked
Available online and immediately linked to the
workflow
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Figure 8: Do you have an automated AP (accounts payable) invoice
processing system? (N=199)
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Implementation
Unlike many enterprise applications, AP automation is fairly readily implemented. If invoice processing is
already centralized, deployment is straightforward, and changes to work practices are limited to the AP team.
However, the usual arguments apply to deploying
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the capture performance, the degree to which any of these different suppliers can provide the downstream
workflow and BPM is quite variable. However, it is likely that an ECM supplier will be in a better position to
address linked access to the case documentation that may reside in other systems and applications .
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Figure 9: How long did it take you to implement your scanning/capture/workflow solution for AP?
(N=102 AP users, excl. 26 Don’t Know)
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The number one implementation issue is integration with the finance system (37%) while 30% cite change
management in the workforce as the biggest difficulty, reflecting the fact that the human element has become
a vital part of the implementation discussion, on par with technology. Regarding integration, it is likely that this
reflects the challenge of bringing newer technology together with long standing legacy finance applications.
Process issues follow these two, agreeing and mapping the process, and then minimizing the inevitable
exceptions to ensure a smooth workflow.

Figure 10: What were the biggest issues in your implementation? (N=97 AP users)
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Cost Savings

Figure 11: By how much would you say you have reduced your processing costs per invoice by
adopting a scanning/capture/workflow AP solution? (N=78 excluding 21 Don’t Knows)
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If we take this 29% saving and apply it to a business processing 5,000 invoices a month (60,000 per year)
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AP invoices,
systems have been around for many years, but many earlier systems were
7% workflow where a “flat” scanned image of the invoice is passed around
installed on the basis of an imaging
the workflow, and no attempt is made to recognize data from the invoice itself. Whilst the benefits of workflow
transparency and electronic transmission are achieved here, there will still be a manual matching process,
and probably a considerable amount of data re-keying. 43% of those in our survey make no attempt to OCR
data from the invoice, and a further 12% only scan at the end of the process for the purposes of archiving. In
many ways, these users are missing out on one of the key productivity benefits.

Data Capture
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Templang different invoice layouts
It can be very difficult to measure the impact of any IT system in terms of raw cost savings, as opposed to the
soft-dollar benefits.
most AP managers know the invoice throughput of their department, and are
None ofHowever,
these
likely to know the direct staff costs. When we asked them about cost savings, 29% indicated a 50% reduction
while the overall average of cost reduction is 29%.
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65% reducon
75% or more

Figure 12: How would you describe your automated invoice processing? (N=100 AP Users)
Only scan
invoices for
archive purposes,
12%

Capture data
from many
different invoice
layouts, 21%

Scan invoices and
pass flat images
through the
workflow, 43%

Capture data
from some fixed
layout invoices,
7%

Straight-Through Processing
A measure of success for data capture is the degree to which invoices pass through the process with the
minimum of human intervention, or “hands-off”. In Figure 13, we see that in some businesses there will
always be a need for some intervention, but if we exclude those from the results, the average rate is 40%,
with 38% achieving more than 50% hands-off processing. The productivity benefits in this scenario will
obviously be huge.

Figure 13: What proportion of your regular production orders are going through your process
“hands-off” (straight through processing)? (N=78 excl. 21 Don’t Knows)
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

None - we check them all
None - too complex
5% of orders
10% of orders
15% of orders
20% of orders
25% of orders

Median

35% of orders

Average

50% of orders
65% of orders
75% of orders
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Capture data
from almost all of
our inbound
invoices, 17%

90% or more

Other Benefits

0% report
5% 10%
20%turnaround
25% 30% time
35% for
40%
45%
In addition to the pure cost savings, our users
that15%
“faster
payment”
at 43% and
“better monitoring of invoice status” at 42% are the biggest benefits from AP automation systems. We would
turnaround
me to payment
expect anyFaster
work-flowed
application
to provide this improved monitoring of workloads and process queues,
butBeer
it is particularly
pertinent
for
AP
for
two reasons. The first is that once AP departments get behind with
monitoring of invoice status (process
payments, the number of supplier
enquiries increases disproportionately, creating further distractions from the
transparency)
Beer records for audit trail or li ga on
© AIIM 2014
www.aiim.org
/ ©AP
ASG
2014 www.asg.com
Less
staff needed in
department
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10% of orders
15% of orders
20% of orders
25% of orders

Median

of orders of payments without needing to repeatedly contact AP staff.
suppliers, allowing them to track 75%
the progress
90% or more

Figure 14: What have been the three biggest benefits from your AP automation system?
(N=97 AP users)
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Faster turnaround me to payment
Beer monitoring of invoice status (process
transparency)
Beer records for audit trail or li ga on
Less staff needed in AP department
Fewer invoices “lost in the loop”
More efficient/professional in dealing with
suppliers
Achieving significant early payment discounts
Fewer payment errors
Fewer payment disputes or excep ons
Ability to outsource/offshore/centralize

Also featuring highly amongst the benefits is “better records for audit or litigation”, weighing in at 38%. The
preferred mode for most auditors now is all-digital,
more 40%
efficient50%
than trawling
through file
0% which
10% is so
20%much
30%
60%
cabinets to find paper copies. We know that in some companies, documents are scanned after the process
We print
them outan
and
scan themarchive,
back intowhich
the achieves the audit benefits, but none of the other benefits
in order
to provide
electronic
capture system
outlined above.
We put them through the same capture and
Achieving a faster turnaroundworkflow
time to payment
process can be seen as a negative in terms of cash-retention, but the
key benefit here is that the sooner after delivery the invoice is processed, the easier it is to identify invoice
mistakes,
short them
deliveries,
quality
issues,
etc., and resolve them within the current accounting period of the
We channel
through
a different
process
supplier. It also maintains headroom on the credit limit at the supplier.
We ac vely encourage our suppliers to invoice
electronically

Electronic Invoicing

We mandate our suppliers to invoice us
In an ideal world, EDI or e-billing electronically
would be universal, but we are far from that situation, particularly for nonPO, non-goods orders. Having said that, the scanning process for invoices has its own cost, and if that can
Ourthere
suppliers
our portal
be removed
will load
be ainvoices
savingstoand
also a likely quality improvement. A modern capture system should be
perfectly capable of handling PDF or Word invoices alongside paper ones to achieve all of the same benefits.
We only pay through ACH/BACS – no more
We suspect (Figure 15) that thechecks/cheques
15% who print the PDF invoices out and then scan them back in either do
not have this capability, or do not realize that they have it. 54% of our AP system users merge electronic and
scanned invoices, with a third actively encouraging suppliers to invoice electronically.
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35% of orders
Average
work in hand. The second is that cash-flow forecasting relies on knowledge of what bills are in the pipeline to
50%
of orders
be paid and when. If detailed cash
management
is needed, this becomes truly business-critical data.
65% of orders
An additional benefit available in the most recent AP systems is the provision of a self-service portal for

When we asked what proportion of invoices are received via PDF, the answers ranged widely – including 11%
who said none and 14% who receive 80% or more as PDF. The average was 33%.

3 years, 2%
2 years, 16%
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More than 3
years, 3%
6 months, 22%
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Beer records for audit trail or li ga on
Fewer payment disputes or excep ons
Less staff needed in AP department
Ability to outsource/offshore/centralize
Fewer invoices “lost in the loop”
More efficient/professional
dealing of
with
Figure 15:inWhich
the following generally applies to invoices that arrive as PDF,
suppliers

or through EDI? (N=94 AP users)

Achieving significant early payment discounts

10%

20%

30%

40%

We mandate our suppliers to invoice us
0%electronically
10%
20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

50%

60%

payment
errors
We printFewer
them out
and scan
them back into the
capture system
Fewer payment
disputes
or excepthe
ons
We put
them through
same capture and
workflow process
Ability to outsource/offshore/centralize
We channel them through a different process
We ac vely encourage our suppliers to invoice
electronically

We print them out and scan
backload
intoinvoices
the
Our them
suppliers
to our portal
capture system
We only pay through ACH/BACS – no more
We put them through the same capture and checks/cheques
workflow process
We channel them through a different process
We ac vely encourage our suppliers to invoice
electronically

ROI on Investment in AP Automation

We mandate our suppliers to invoice us
Morewhat
than 3payback period they feel they have
Taking all of these benefits
together, we asked AP system users
electronically
years, 3%
achieved or are achieving. As shown here in Figure
16,
22%
saw
a payback within 6 months, which along
3 years, 2%
Ourwith
suppliers
load invoices
to our portal mentioned earlier, is a spectacular result. 50% 6saw
the speed
of implementation
payback
months,
22% in 9 months
or less, while 80% saw payback within 182 years,
months.
Compared
to
a
survey
we
conducted
in
20121, this is
16%
We only
pay
through
ACH/BACS
–
no
more
an even stronger result: previously, 33% saw a 9 month payback and 77% recouped their investment in 12
checks/cheques
months. This suggests that as more implementations have bedded down, the productivity gains have gone
up further.

Figure 16: In general, what payback period would you say you have achieved, or are on track to
achieve, from your scanning/capture/workflow AP solution? (N=64 AP users, excl. 32 Don’t Knows)
18 months, 17%
More than 3
years, 3%
3 years, 2%
2 years, 16%

9 months, 28%
6 months, 22%

12 months, 13%

18 months, 17%
9 months, 28%
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0%

12 months, 13%
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AR Systems

The efficiency of the AR process is generally measured by the DSO (Days Sales Outstanding) or Debtor
Days figure. The baseline number can vary considerably based on the custom, practice and law in certain
international regions and business types. In our survey, 24% of organizations with no AR system had a DSO
of 40 days or more, whereas only 8% of those with a system were running at this level of receivables.
As with accounts payable, the efficiency and timeliness of the accounts receivable process can reflect on
the level of “leakage” in the payments system. Late payments, short payments, out-of-time discount claims,
disputes over tax rates, contract disputes, and unrecoverable debts are all likely to be exacerbated by a slow
and inefficient collection process – particularly those without flags for follow-up action, with no records of
previous discussions, and without immediate call-up of the associated contract documents, delivery notes,
service level agreement (SLA) reports, rejection claims, help-desk notes and sales correspondence.

Figure 17: What proportion of your invoiceable income would you say is lost per year due to
short-payments, late payments, out-of-time discount claims, tax disputes, contract disputes,
unrecoverable debts, etc.? (N=95, excl. 79 Don’t Knows)
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

Less than 0.1%
0.5% lost
1% lost

Median

1.5% lost
2% lost
2.5% lost

Average

3% lost
4% lost
5% lost
8% lost
10%+ lost

Overall, we found that on average, 2.7% of income is lost, the median report being 1.2%. 20% of our
0% of total
5% receivables,
10% 15% which
20% is 25%
30% 35%
respondents estimated a loss rate of 3% or more
a significant
number when
compared to net profit margins.
Not at all easy to find
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Accounts receivable, credit collection, payment collection and debtor management are all terms applied to
the process of chasing payments due on goods or services supplied to customers. Unlike Accounts Payable,
AR is not triggered by the receipt of a paper document – i.e., an invoice. It is more likely to be picked up on a
Debtors Outstanding report, or triggered by a credit-limit exception. As we will see, this process is also heavily
reliant on supporting documentation that accompanies the original order or contract.

Access to Supporting Documentation

Available on paper, but not easy to access on
Due to the variations in the character and integration levels of an AR system, there is no guarantee that
line
having one will assist in accessing supporting documentation or “case notes”. Looking across all of our
Some electronic,
some
- notstaff
easily
respondents,
65% admit
thatpaper
their AR
may struggle to find the information they need in a timely and
found
or linked
complete manner. The remaining
35%
indicate that all documents are available electronically with 13%
reporting
they areelectronically,
immediately linked
into
the workflow.
All available
but not
easily
linked

Available online and immediately linked to the
workflow
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line
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Types of Systems
Some electronic,
somecollection
paper - not
Given the importance
of payment
toeasily
the health of the business, it is surprising that 50% of the
found
orform
linked
No
respondents indicated they do not have
any
of AR system, although 12% indicated they have plans for

one over theAll
next
12-18 electronically,
months. Whatbut
is also
significant is that these systems have been sourced from a
available
not easily
Plans
in next 12-18
months
broad range of possible
suppliers,
with in-house
developed systems and ECM suppliers tied for second mostlinked
popular at 8% each, after the number one source of finance/ERP system supplier (26%). This indicates a
Available online
immediately
linked
to the
Yesand
from
ourand
ECMautomate
supplier
significant opportunity
to–enhance
the AR process.
workflow
Yes – 19:
fromDo
ouryou
finance
system supplier
Figure
haveoraERP
dedicated
AR (accounts-receivable) workflow automation, or payment-

management system? (N=136, excl. 43 Don’t Know)
Yes – as part of our CRM system
0%

Yes – as a dedicated/specialist system
Yes – we developed/assembled it in-house

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

No

Plans in next 12-18 months
Yes – from our ECM supplier
Yes – from our finance or ERP system supplier
Yes – as part of our CRM system
Yes – as a dedicated/specialist system
Yes – we developed/assembled it in-house
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Figure 18:
2% How
lost accessible would you say the original purchase orders, customer
correspondence, supporting documentation (proof of delivery, return authorization, vendor
lost etc.) and contracts are for your AR/payment-collection staff?Average
corrective2.5%
action,
(n=177)
3% lost
0%
5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
4% lost

To follow up on our interest in information access, we asked about links to ECM or document management,
and other types of systems. Not surprisingly, 64% indicated links/integration with their finance/accounting
system yet only 25% indicated links to their AP system, matching the 25% who said they had links to their
ECM/DM system.
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Figure 20: Is your AR system linked-to/integrated-with/part of any of the following?
(N=136 excl. 43 Don’t Knows)
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Benefits
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The biggest reported benefit of AR systems is given as “Better records for audit trails or litigation” at 43%,
Contracts/Project
Management
system
records
for audit
trails
or li ga
on in a close second at 42%. Given the amount of litigation
while Beer
reduced
time spent
per
collection
weighed
and audit incidents these days, and the increasing costs of the process itself, it is no surprise that this would
None
of these
Reduced
mebenefits
spent per
collec
on
become a focal
point for
realization.
Sharper cash-flow predic on
Figure 21: What have been the two biggest benefits from your AR workflow
and automation
system?(N=60 AR users)
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6 months, 10%

2 years, 8%

9 months, 31%
18 months, 21%
3 years, 8%
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Less bad-debt write-offs
Quicker come-back on short-payments

ROI

Reduced number of li ga ons

Figure 22: In general, what payback period would you say you have achieved, or are on track
to achieve, from your AR solution? (N= 39 AR users, excl. 24 Don’t Knows)
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More than 3
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18 months, 21%

12 months, 21%

Conclusion and Recommendations

Moving to paper-less systems for the AP and AR processes can make rapid and substantial cost savings,
along with management benefits of improved cash management, increased visibility and simpler approval
loops. Businesses of all sizes are losing money and customer reputation due to slow and erroneous payment
and collection processes, and yet AP – and particularly AR staff – are still hampered in their efforts by manual
processes and poor access to all of the related case-documents, particularly those users working inside of
ERP or finance systems with no direct links to content management and CRM systems.
Content management systems with scanning and capture front-ends, and suitable workflow components, are
likely to be a sound choice for AP automation systems, particularly where a high proportion of invoices relate
to non-PO or non-goods orders. In these situations, approval loops and additional related documents are
likely to be involved.
Content management systems may be a less obvious candidate for AR. However, an AR automation system
founded upon a robust content management archiving repository, and with a versatile workflow core geared
towards the billing process, can reap substantial benefits related to improved cash flow. For example, if proof
of delivery is required prior to invoicing, capturing the signed document, whether digital or physical, as close
to the time of delivery as possible becomes significant. Once the captured, signed delivery receipt enters the
system, a workflow is triggered to initiate the invoicing or collection process. In some cases, this could reduce
the invoicing cycle from weeks and days to hours.
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Reviewing these benefits as a whole, 41% of AR system users report payback periods of 9 months or less,
and 82% achieved payback within 18 months. Even more so than with AP systems, if cash-flow management
is vital to the viability of the business, then an effective AR automation system is mission-critical. Compared to
the 2012 survey1, this once again shows a considerable increase from 30% and 65% respectively.
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Recommendations
n Measure the number of invoices processed per month within your unit, but also consider other parts of the
n Calculate the current processing cost-per-invoice, taking into account the proportion that are non-PO or
non-goods orders, and calculate potential savings using our findings as a basis.

n Also consider how better visibility of workloads, payment progress, and cash-flow prediction could improve
management of the process.

n Consider how many invoices could go straight-through the process “hands-off” with suitable data capture
and automated three-point matching.

n Monitor elapsed time for processing and approvals, and identify where holdups and delays occur.
n Analyze the resource load of difficult cases and exceptions where access to additional documents is
required or higher levels of approval are needed.

n Review how you are dealing with inquiries from suppliers regarding payment progress, and the impact that
poor visibility of approval status and the lack of self-service portals may be having on AP staff – as well as
on other parts of your business.

n Evaluate the flexibility of the AP solution across other document-driven business processes, including AR.
n Review your current AR process, bearing in mind how business-critical it is, and how well you are
supporting the staff with the tools they need to be effective.

n Look at the handling of disputed payments more as a case-management exercise involving a folder of
related documents and communications.

n Consider how easily you can integrate the AP and AR systems with your existing content repositories, both
for access during the process and auditable archive after the process.

n If you have developed AP and AR systems in-house, consider whether you are achieving the best possible
performance by modern standards, and whether your integrations with core systems are robust.

n If you are investing in content management systems, take account of the ability to incorporate or interface
with the AP/AR process, and to service related documents on a case-management basis.

References
1 “Automating Financial Processes – user feedback on the real ROI” AIIM White Paper, March 2012
www.aiim.org/research
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organization. Evaluate the situation if AP activities could be centralized.
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Appendix 1 - Survey Demographics:
The survey was taken by 229 individual members of the AIIM community between 05 December 2013 and 05
January 2014 using a web-based tool. Invitations to take the survey were sent via email to a selection of the
80,000+ AIIM community members

Organizational Size
Organizations of 10 employees or less are excluded from all of the results in this report. On this basis, larger
organizations (over 5,000 employees) represent 25%, with mid-sized organizations (500 to 5,000 employees)
at 27%. Small-to-mid sized organizations (10 to 500 employees) represent 47%.
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Local government and public services Canada,
represent
12%15%, and national government 4% - lower overall than most
AIIM surveys. Finance, banking and insurance
represent 10%. ECM suppliers have been included as their
Canada, 12%
AP/AR requirements are as representative as any other sector. The remaining sectors are evenly split.

Records or document
management staff, 21%
Records or document
management staff, 21%
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Appendix 2 - Open-ended Comments (selective):

n Best thing we ever did - easy to justify, even with our relatively low invoice volume.
n We are scanning our AP invoices at the end of the process but we’d like to automate the entire process
from start to finish.

n Technology is only a small element for this project to work well.
n We do lots of printing and re-scanning of digitally born docs.
n Main advantage in a big organization is the workflow set up and approval given by the correct person.
n IT does everything via paperless and workflow. However, once it reaches AP, they print everything.
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“Do you have any general comments to make about your financial process automation projects or this
survey?”
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UNDERWRITTEN BY

ASG’s enterprise content management portfolio enables business users and infrastructure technology (IT)
management of all skill levels to quickly and easily access, manage, and own all essential business information.
ASG’s large enterprise content management portfolio for AP/AR Automation includes:
ASG-ViewDirect® for Accounts Payable Automation gives
AP departments the ability to automate and standardize invoice
receipt/workflow processes to reduce invoice processing costs,
decrease invoice cycle times, increase invoice visibility, and
improve cash-flow management without increasing head-count.
ASG-ViewDirect® for Accounts Receivable Automation
gives AR departments the ability to automate and standardize
payment receipt/workflow processes, including short payments
and payment exceptions to reduce the time and cost of receiving
and applying payments, increase payment status visibility, and
improve cash-flow management – all resulting in reduced writeoffs associated with goodwill and bad debt.
ASG-ViewDirect® is the world’s most scalable, full-featured
enterprise content management, storage and archiving platform,
which supports all platforms, databases, storage devices, data
formats and volume of enterprise content in distributed and
mainframe networks. It captures, indexes, stores, links and
publishes content, in any format (Microsoft Word, Email, PDF,
JPEG, XML, HTML, etc.), from any source, and delivers it
throughout your enterprise.
ASG-ViewDirect®-Audit and Balancing System (ABS) is an
automated enterprise content and data matching, validation
and reconciliation quality control software solution that scans,
detects, and informs you of potentially costly data inaccuracies
and content errors automatically

ASG-Total Content Integrator™ (TCI) provides a unified,
federated, content integration-enabling technology for
transparent search, discovery and presentation capabilities
for documents, records and other content. It incorporates
authentication, federated search, index normalization, and
content transformation services. ASG-TCI can be supplemented
with an optional module, ASG-TCI for SharePoint, to integrate
and augment the capabilities of Microsoft® SharePoint®.
ASG-WorkflowDirect® is a full-featured, enterprise-class
production workflow engine and graphic designer, It incorporates
process automation for integrating content with business
processes, people and computer systems, while coordinating,
managing, automating, and measuring content-centric
processes independent of underlying applications.
ASG-Records Manager™ provides comprehensive life-cycle
management for all electronic records in their original format,
including holds, automatic folder structures, and advanced
retention—with parametric events that automatically execute
from line-of-business applications through standard Web
Services. ASG-Records Manager has been tuned specifically for
managing records in high-volume environments. Classification,
retention and disposition management activities can be
automatically performed or coordinated by authorized users
depending on individual record type requirements.

ASG’s small to medium business enterprise content management portfolio for AP/AR Automation includes:
ASG-Cypress® for Accounts Payable Automation gives AP
departments the ability to automate and standardize invoice
receipt/workflow processes to reduce invoice processing costs,
decrease invoice cycle times, increase invoice visibility, and
improve cash-flow management without increasing head-count.

ASG-Cypress® Suite is a modular content management
system for ingesting, assembling, integrating, delivering, and
storing documents. It significantly enhances the management,
accessibility, analysis, and output of content throughout an
enterprise.

ASG-Cypress® for Accounts Receivable Automation
gives AR departments the ability to automate and standardize
payment receipt/workflow processes, including short payments
and payment exceptions, to reduce the time and cost of
receiving and applying payments, increase payment status
visibility, and improve cash-flow management – all resulting in
reduced write-offs associated with goodwill and bad debt.

ASG-Cypress® Workflow is a full-featured, enterprise-class
production workflow engine and graphic designer. It incorporates
process automation for integrating content with business
processes, people and computer systems, while coordinating,
managing, automating, and measuring content-centric
processes independent of underlying applications.
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ASG Software Solutions connects sophistication and experience with agility and technological efficiency, through its
vendor-agnostic cloud, content and systems solutions. ASG helps companies solve today’s most pressing business
issues, including reducing operating costs, enhancing workforce productivity and ensuring regulatory compliance.
With customers like American Express, Coca-Cola, GE, HSBC, IBM, Lockheed Martin, Merrill Lynch, Procter &
Gamble, Sony, Toyota, Verizon, and Wells Fargo, ASG can proudly say that more than 70 percent of global Fortune
500 companies trust it to optimize their existing IT investments. Founded in 1986, ASG Software Solutions is a global
company headquartered in Naples, Florida, USA, with more than 1,200 employees.
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AIIM (www.aiim.org) is the global community of information professionals. We provide the education, research
and certification that information professionals need to manage and share information assets in an era of
mobile, social, cloud and big data
Founded in 1943, AIIM builds on a strong heritage of research and member service. Today, AIIM is a
global, non-profit organization that provides independent research, education and certification programs to
information professionals. AIIM represents the entire information management community, with programs and
content for practitioners, technology suppliers, integrators and consultants.
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